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Figure 5: Left: ⇡0 mass from NC⇡0 events for one nominal year (750 kW ⇥10

7 seconds). Right: T2K ND280
data event display showing a neutrino interaction on argon in the TPC gas. The neutrino beam goes from
left to right in the figure; the subdetector volumes shown are the Pi0 Detector (yellow) at far left, three gas
TPCs (cyan) interspersed with the two fine-grained scintillator detectors, and the downstream electromagnetic
calorimeter (magenta) at far right. Track 1 is reconstructed as a proton with momentum 271 MeV, and track
2 is reconstructed as a muon of momentum 527 MeV. There is also a very low momentum, highly ionising,
track at the neutrino interaction vertex.

This detector will also achieve a very precise measurement of the ⌫e/⌫µ ratio of the order of a few percent,
providing an estimate of the intrinsic ⌫e beam contamination and constraining cross section systematics due
to differences in ⌫e and ⌫µ interactions.

Finally, there are a range of further important studies that TITUS will be able to address and that we will
investigate in this project. In particular, the measurement of the number of neutrons produced by neutrino
interactions in water as a function of momentum transfer will be a critical for understanding the backgrounds
in proton-decay searches; atmospheric neutrinos; supernova neutrino measurements and reactor neutrino
measurements that would be possible if a reactor were operating nearby. TITUS can be included in the
SNEWS (SuperNova Early Warning system), as an additional detector sensitive to neutrinos from a SN burst.

The development of the simulation, reconstruction and analysis software for TITUS will also provide im-
portant input to the far detector both for the case of the current baseline (WC) or a Gd-doped option.

In parallel to the detector optimisation study, we have started to investigate potential sites at J-PARC and
the excavation costs together with KEK personnel.

Photosensors and Electronics
The aim of this task is to finalise the R&D on the photosensors for the WC near and far detectors. The
different physical scales of these detectors leads to different requirements on the design of the light collection
technology. Given the size of the Hyper-K tank, large photosensors and the use of devices to increase their
photon coverage (such as mirrors) are needed in order to limit the total number of photosensors used in the
detector. TITUS is 500 times smaller than Hyper-K and requires excellent temporal and spatial resolution in
order to determine the vertex position. In addition, both detectors will use photosensors external to the main
tanks that are required to tag external background events.

The Advanced Detector Development Centre in Edinburgh will lead the investigation and characterisa-
tion of the properties of 800 and 2000 hybrid photo-detectors (HPDs) from Hammamatsu, for the near and far
detectors, respectively. In particular, measurements of the quantum efficiency, linearity, light collection effi-
ciency, dark count and cross-talk will be made. Particular attention will be dedicated to the performance of
the instruments in the presence of magnetic fields (for a magnetic field from a MIND-type detector and from
the Earth) and under water, mimicking the final operational conditions as closely as possible. Based upon
the results of these tests, magnetic shielding scenarios will be developed. Since control of the instruments’
radio-purity is important for rare event searches, the radioactive background from the selected photosensors
will be measured to ensure that they meet the requirements imposed by low energy physics constraints.
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ND280 Gas Analysis

๏ Further motivated by discrepancies we saw between generators  

๏ The ArgoNUTs group was formed to investigate a gas analysis 

๏ Pip Hamilton successfully passed his viva yesterday with this 
analysis! Congratulations, Pip! (Plots in the first half of this talk are 
blatantly stolen from his thesis.)
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Nuclear E↵ects in Neutrino Experiments 17

Figure 2.7: Plots showing the predictions from NEUT and GENIE for the momentum (left)
and multiplicity (right) of protons leaving the target nucleus for charged-current
⌫µ interactions on Ar in the T2K beam. Of particular interest are the model
disagreements at high multiplicity and low momentum. The momentum distribu-
tions are annotated to show how the extra sensitivity of a gas detector covers the
region of maximum tension between the two generators.

distribution from NEUT displays a sharp “cli↵” at the Fermi momentum (⇠ 250 MeV/c),

while GENIE shows a smoother distribution at low momenta.

No data exists for the tuning of these predictions in this low-momentum region, and

so it is not necessarily surprising if they should di↵er significantly from each other — or

from nature. The high-multiplicity tail from GENIE seems particularly implausible, as it

shows a significant fraction of events with 19 emerging protons. This indicates that in

addition to the conversion of a neutron to a proton by the charged-current interaction

itself, every single proton in the argon nucleus (atomic number 18) has been ejected.

Using the ND280 TPCs to analyse data from this region therefore represents a unique

opportunity to observe which — if any — of the models currently in use correspond most

closely to nature, and to improve our understanding and modelling of the processes that

take place inside the struck nucleus.

Since many of the tools to make these measurements needed to be developed from

scratch, I decided on a measurement of the proton multiplicity as the goal for this thesis,

as the more simple observable to assess. The T2K gas interactions group will continue to

develop the tools built for this analysis in order to produce a future measurement of the

proton momentum.



New Tools Developed
๏ Dedicated tracking for TPC vertex events (TPC Reconstruction 

Extension, or TREx) 

๏ Isotropic hit clustering 

๏ A new method of pathfinding, using the A* algorithm to 
trace path between points of interest.  

๏ Careful handling of secondary interaction products, e.g. 
delta rays from muon tracks.  

๏ A new output structure of connected paths. 

๏ Preselection to take a hayfield to a haystack (Saves processing 
time for TREx) 

๏ Selection to find the needle in the haystack
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Appendix A

Copyright Waiver

The TREx logo is derived from the character “T-Rex” used in Ryan North’s Dinosaur

Comics, found at www.qwantz.com. To use this image in our logo, I obtained a copyright

waiver from Mr North, which I reproduce in this appendix. In the text of the waiver,

“the extract above” refers to the TREx logo shown below.
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Selection
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60 Selection

Figure 5.7: Plots showing the number of surviving signal and background events from
preselection-skimmed Monte Carlo after each cut, in TPCs 1 (top left), 2 (top
right) and 3 (bottom left). Although cuts 1-6 reduce the number of events from
outside the fiducial volume by two orders of magnitude, without the final cut
these events still dominate the selected sample.

Module Purity E�ciency Predicted no. of selected signal events

TPC1 80.4± 0.6% 16.4± 0.2% 34.4± 0.6

TPC2 76.4± 0.6% 16.7± 0.3% 35.6± 0.6

TPC3 71.7± 0.7% 16.4± 0.3% 35.2± 0.6

Table 5.5: Table summarising selection performance on NEUT Monte Carlo, assessed in the
same way as for the preselection in Table 5.3 with uncertainties from Monte Carlo
statistics. .



Data!
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Pip Hamilton 19/06/15 3

2 Tracks:
Run 9178, Subrun 34, Event 382174

● TREx perfectly reconstructs the 
vertex.
● Clearly in FV.
● Interesting high-Q2 track.

YZ View

XY View

YZ Closeup View

YZ Closeup View, Recon Only

  

Pip Hamilton 19/06/15 4

3 Tracks:
Run 8566, Subrun 75, Event 852718

● TREx perfectly reconstructs 
the vertex.
● Includes two short track 
segments (indirectly showing 
low-E tracking potential).

YZ View

XY View

YZ 
Closeup 
View

YZ Closeup View, Recon Only



Data!
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Pip Hamilton 19/06/15 5

4+ Tracks (1)
Run 8570, Subrun 84, Event 950998

● TREx finds the vertex and 
reconstructs 5 real tracks.
● Shows “hairy track” behaviour.
● Shows particles stopping in the 
TPC gas.

YZ View

XY View

YZ Closeup View

YZ Closeup View, Recon Only

  

Pip Hamilton 19/06/15 6

4+ Tracks (2)
Run 8571, Subrun 32, Event 369902

● Very clean high-multiplicity event.
● TREx finds vertex and connects all 4 tracks.

YZ View

XY View

YZ Closeup View

YZ Closeup View, Recon Only



Challenges
๏ Saw many fewer events than 

expected… 

๏ Problem has been traced to 
“hairy” tracks, which are 
predominantly protons that 
saturate the readout, create 
crosstalk between pixels and 
screwup the reconstruction 

๏ This behavior isn’t currently 
modeled by the MC, so it’s 
difficult to develop reconstruction 
strategies to compensate
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92 Argon Cross-Section

Figure 7.12: Plot showing the unfolded distribution across all three TPCs.

100 Argon Cross-Section

Figure 7.20: Plot showing the correlation between central hit charge and lateral hit charge
(in fC) in the ND280 TPC MicroMEGAS pads, as measured before installation
at the near detector site. The measurement was made by irradiating the TPC
with a collimated 55Fe source for which almost all the energy deposited in the
detector is contained in a single pad. During these tests the TPC was operated
with a higher saturation threshold (240 fC) than its current setting (120 fC).
Plot taken from Reference [71].

Figure 7.21: Y-Z view of the event shown in Figure 7.18, with a colour scale corresponding
to the hit charge (in arbitrary units). No fitted tracks are drawn. A thin core of
saturated (red and orange) MicroMEGAS hits can be observed following the
“true” particle track; the surrounding blue hits have a very low charge. This is
consistent with cross-talk from the saturated hits creating low-charge hits in
neighbouring pads.



“Hairy” Tracks
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Pip Hamilton 17/06/15 6

Signal!
In this sample of ~200 events, I observed 4 events that 
looked very much like gas interactions.



Thoughts

๏ We can find events in TPCs, even surrounded by 
“heavy” detectors 

๏ …but heavy detectors are a serious detriment! 

๏ Reconstruction of high multiplicity events is not easy, 
but is possible 

๏ Readout which can handle charge cascades from 
protons is crucial 
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Plans in the UK
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Morgan Wascko: “Tell them 
we’re up for anything!”



Institutions Interested

๏ Imperial College (Morgan Wascko, Pip Hamilton, ACK) 

๏ Oxford (Alfons Weber, Dave Wark) 

๏ Royal Holloway (Jocelyn Monroe) 

๏ Warwick (Gary Barker, Steve Boyd) 

๏ Plus students! (Imperial has two full time summer students 
working on HPTPC this year.)
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Plans in the UK

๏ The UK initial Long Baseline Neutrino Grant 
includes funding for  
๏ 1 postdoc for two years (shared Imperial and 

Royal Holloway) 
๏ Equipment funds to rehab a small TPC at RHUL 

and do gas property studies 
๏ Commitment to building a simulation for use for 

detector optimization
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Plans in the UK
๏ Imperial, RHUL, and Warwick are submitting a proposal to 

the Projects Research and Development Scheme in the UK 
๏ Physics goal: build something to put in a proton/pion 

test beam at CERN to measure p/π 
๏ Physics goal: do the ν generator and simulation 

development to evaluate impact on future experiments 
๏ Detector design: (0.5 m)3 to (1 m)3 TPC with optical and 

charge readout 
๏ Proposal is due 29 July
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Proton Cross Sections
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Optical Readout
๏ Big problem is how to 

instrument a large gas 
volume 

๏ I worked for five years on 
using CCD cameras to read 
out a gas TPC for dark matter 

๏ Pressures & energies scale 
correctly so that HPTPC can 
build on this work—if we can 
make it fast enough
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Conclusions
๏ We have an existing TPC analysis 

which is going to second generation 
students—lots to be learned here! 

๏ In the UK, there is a wealth of 
experience and interest and we 
want to be part of this European 
effort!
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